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AREA 1G The Study of Christianity and the Christian Church
Introduction
The Investigations Paper of January 2011 demonstrated a remarkable level of scholarship
evident across all areas of study and some answers demonstrated the engagement that
candidates had with their area of investigation. The enthusiasm for and knowledge of the
chosen topic was clearly conveyed in many answers that were truly academic in their
approach. Some Centres chose to focus on the same or similar topics for all their
candidates, whereas other Centres permitted considerable choice for individual
candidates. Some candidates were very well prepared for the examination and it was
evident that Centres used their specialist resources and interests to encourage candidates
to research in depth a particular area of study. It is important to stress again that the
‘Investigations’ unit has a definite academic purpose. The aim is to involve candidates as
active participants pursuing open-ended enquiries with an emphasis on independent
learning. Questions were designed to be inclusive of all possible approaches to various
topics and all valid answers were considered.
Candidates were mostly entered for the correct paper but there were still a few entries
for particular areas of study where it might have benefited the candidate more to
consider entry for a different area of study. It is important to ensure candidates know
which area of their investigation is the best fit for the question they answer on the paper.
Some topics share generic ideas across a number of different areas and it is vital that
candidates know the distinctive features of their investigation so that in the exam
candidates know which question to answer ie question 1, 2 or 3. It is worth noting that the
difference between discussing an ethical issue, for example, in Area C and Area D would
be in the kind of emphasis required by Area of Study; Area 1C requires a range of ethical
and/or religious teachings applied to a medical issue whilst Area D requires a more
detailed knowledge of the ethical precepts of the World Religion(s). Candidates were not
penalised if correct entries were not made or a cross was in a box that did not match the
answer.
Variation in achievement was related to answering the question and to the two
assessment objectives. These objectives should receive prominent attention in the process
of the investigation. Importantly, in the exam itself there must be explicit attention to
these objectives in the examination answer. Each question consistently referred to the
assessment objectives with the trigger word ‘Examine’ for AO1 and ‘Comment on’ for
AO2. These dictated the structure of the question and helped candidates to plan their
answers. It would be advisable for candidates to pay regular attention to the level
descriptors for these assessment objectives as a way of monitoring their development and
progress during their investigations. The phrase ‘with reference to the topic you have
investigated’ will always appear in the question to ensure that the generic question can
be answered with material from any appropriate investigation. Preparation for the exam
must also pay attention to enabling candidates to develop their management of material
studied throughout their investigations and to how best structure their content to answer
the specific question. Success can be undermined by writing up a rote-learnt answer
which was not adapted in any way to the question set.
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The mark scheme itself is generic to all questions. It was not possible to include
exemplars for some questions that attracted a small entry in this examination series.

Q1
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHURCH UP TO AND INCLUDING THE REFORMATION
There were some very good examples of discussion about the significant beliefs of Calvin
and Luther for the development of the Church. Most candidates paid close attention to
the question and used the material they had investigated effectively. However, there was
also evidence of candidates who were following the same structure, used the same quotes
and who missed opportunities for independent comment on their material. This approach
to the Investigations Unit is to be discouraged. Candidates are not marked down for
presenting similar material but they are expected to fulfil the demands of both
assessment objectives.

Q2
THE MODERN PERIOD
The entry for this question was too small to produce a report.

Q3
CHRISTIAN BELIEF AND PRACTICE
There were a variety of responses to this question; some candidates discussed
homosexuality and sexual ethics and others discussed Bonheoffer as an exemplar of
Christian belief and practice.
Once again it is worth noting that some topics share generic ideas across a number of
different areas and it is vital that candidates know the distinctive features of their
investigation for example the material on homosexuality could also be used to address
Area 1C Question 1. A feature of Area 1G would be the emphasis on Christian Theology
and whilst candidates are free to choose their material the answer must show specific
knowledge of Christianity and the Christian Church.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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